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A B S T R A C T 

Accurately predicting which college students are extremely good suitable for Master’s Degree programs is beneficial for each university students and faculties. In 

this paper, we recommend a quantitative machine reading method to are awaiting the ability regular universal performance of an applicant in a hold close's software 

program. Our art work is primarily based totally on a real-worldwide dataset alongside information of college university students with excessive school 

qualifications and university college students with GATE rank holder of student of Masters of Technology at any college. We cope with worrying conditions 

associated with our mission: subjectivity in data due to alternate one year-to-three hundred- and sixty-five-days admissions committee membership and absence of 

training facts. Our experimental consequences show a powerful predictive model that could characteristic a result which is useful for the student and University. 

This will become the most important tool for the admissions committee of College/University classified as Admission Prediction Model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We understand that the struggle student goes through for applying of postgraduate studies, it is probably difficult for them to find out what university 

available for them, based totally on their GPA, Quants, Verbal, TOEFL and AWA Scores. People also can exercise to many universities that look for 

applicants with a higher rating set, in area of utilizing to universities at which they have got a hazard of moving into. This is probably terrible to their 

future. It may be very crucial that a candidate ought to test to colleges that he/she has an extremely good hazard of getting into, in desire to applying to 

colleges that they may in no way get into. There aren’t many inexperienced techniques to discover the colleges that you can get into, particularly quick. 

The GATE exam is placed the important work which is utilized by many universities and graduate colleges round the area to predict the current year 

admission of student. Other factors are also considered at the same time as making use of two schools, which embody Letter of Recommendation (a right 

record that validates someone's paintings, talents or academic not unusual performance), Statement of Purpose (a crucial piece of a graduate university 

software that tells admissions committees who you're, what your educational and expert pursuits are, and the manner you can add fee to the graduate 

software program software No: you're using to), Co-curricular sports activities sports and Research papers as well (studies papers from journals that are 

not considerably diagnosed or have a immoderate percentage of plagiarism are not considered for this example).  

When a person has completed their undergraduate diploma and desires to pursue a Postgraduate degree in an area of their preference, more regularly than 

no longer, it's far very complex for the character to decide out what faculties they have to practice to with the ratings that they have got received in GRE 

and TOEFL, alongside component their GPA on the time of their commencement. Many applicants may follow to schools that do not fall underneath 

their score necessities and consequently waste a selection of time. In the system proposed, a person can enter their scores in the respective fields provided. 

The system then processes the data entered and produces an output of the list of colleges that a person could get into, with their scores. This is relatively 

quick and helps conserve time and money. In order to achieve this, we have proposed a novel method utilizing Machine Learning algorithms.[1] To 

maximize the accuracy of our model, we have taken into consideration not one; but several machine learning algorithms. These algorithms include Neural 

Networks, Linear Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest. More about these algorithms will be covered in the Algorithms section of this paper.[2] 

These Algorithms are then compared and the algorithm which has the best key performance indicators will be used to develop the Prediction System. We 

also look forward to incorporate clustering of universities based on a profile and then classifying them as less likely, highly likely acceptance etc. 

http://www.ijrpr.com/
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Educational agencies have commonly finished a vital and important function in society for development and boom of any character. There are particular 

university prediction apps and internet web sites being maintained contemporarily, however the use of them is tedious to a point, because of the lack of 

articulate records regarding colleges, and the time fed on in looking the outstanding deserving university. 

The trouble declaration, consequently being tackled, is to format a university prediction/prediction tool and to offer a probabilistic belief into university 

control for everyday score, lessen-offs of the faculties, admission intake and alternatives of university college university students. Also, it allows university 

college students avoid spending time and money on counsellor and disturbing studies related to locating a suitable college. It has generally been a difficult 

device for college university college students in locating the right college and course for his or her similarly research. At times they do recognize which 

movement they need to get into; however, it isn't easy for them to locate faculties primarily based truly totally on their academic marks and high-quality 

performances. We purpose to increase and provide an area that would deliver a probabilistic output as to how probable it is to get proper right proper 

right into a college given upon their statistics. 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Many aspiring graduate college students want to finish their research, prepare for the subsequent Bachelor of technology degree, that may be a draw 

close's degree. Many of them can also wonder about the important requirements for admission to universities, and approximately the schools in which 

they will be admitted primarily based mostly on their requirement. The literature includes numerous research that perform statistical analyses on 

admissions alternatives. For example, authors in, offers an expert tool, referred to as PASS, in which Logistic Regression is used to are expecting the 

functionality of immoderate college university students in Greece to skip the national examination for entering into better schooling institutes. The authors 

in used predictive modelling to evaluate admission recommendations and necessities primarily based mostly on features like GPA rating, ACT rating, 

residency race, and so on. Limitations of this studies embody now not thinking of exquisite critical elements which encompass past artwork experience, 

technical papers of the scholars, and masses of others. These researchers' authors in have used facts mining and ML techniques to investigate the modern-

day-day state of affairs of admission with the aid of way of predicting the enrolment behaviour of college students. They have used the A priori approach 

to investigate the conduct of university college university college students who're searching out admission to a particular college. They have significantly 

applied the Naïve Bayes set of regulations as a way to assist college university students to pick out the route and assist them inside the admission approach. 

In their mission, they have been assignment a take a look at for college kids who've been seeking out admissions and then based totally on their normal 

overall performance, they had been suggesting university college students a route department using Naïve Bayes Algorithm. But human intervention 

become required to make the very last choice at the popularity. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

Linear Regression: 

A supervised ML model tries to model the relationship between two variables, by fitting a linear equation to training data. Y=wX+b X is the exploratory 

variable and Y is the dependent variable. We need to find the best w (weights) and b (bias). To evaluate the quality of the model we use a cost function. 

The Common cost function is Mean Squared Error J(w.b) 0-9):9 is the predicted value for Xi 2 at (2m) just makes formula simple, doesn't affect the 

outcome. [3] 

How it works [4]: 

We use Gradient Descent algorithm to update the parameters (w and b). 

It optimizes the cost function. So, it should be a derivative of J(w, b) 

How to update parameters: 

Pros: 

Simple to implement and easy to interpret, and it is fast.  Ideal for cases when you know the relationship between dependent and independent variables. 

is susceptible to overfitting but can be avoided using dimensionality reduction. Regularization (L1 & L2) and Cross validation. 

Cons:  

Sensitive to outliers. Assumes features are independent Not recommended for complex real- world 

problems as it over-simplifies a complex relationship to a linear. 

Logistic Regression: 

Let Y denote the binary reaction variable of hobby and X1,…,Xp the random variables taken into 

consideration as explaining variables, termed abilities on this paper. The logistic regression version 
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links the conditional opportunityX1,...,Xp) to X1,…,Xp viaX1,...,Xp)=exp(β0+β1X1+⋯+βpXp)1+exp(β0+β1X1+⋯+βpXp), wherein β0,β1,…,βp are 

regression coefficients, which might be predicted through most-threat from the considered dataset. The chance that Y=1 for a in particular-contemporary-

day instance is then anticipated through converting the β’s via their predicted opposite numbers and the X’s via way of the use of the use of the usage of 

their realizations for the taken into consideration new example in Eq. (1). The new example is then assigned to splendor Y=1 if P(Y=1)>c, wherein c is a 

tough and rapid threshold, and to beauty Y=0 in any other case. The normally used threshold c=zero.Five, which is also applied in our have a test, yields 

a so-referred to as Bayes classifier. As for all model-based strategies, the prediction everyday overall performance of LR is primarily based definitely 

completely upon on whether or not or no longer or not the facts test the assumed model. In assessment, the RF technique provided inside the next segment 

does not rely on any model. 

Extra Tree : Extra wood (short for as an opportunity randomized timber) is an ensemble supervised device studying approach that uses choice timber 

and is utilized by the Train Using AutoML tool. See Decision timber type and regression set of pointers for records about how desire wood paintings. 

This approach is much like random forests but may be quicker. The more wooden set of tips, much like the random forests set of guidelines, creates many 

choice timber, however the sampling for every tree is random, without opportunity. This creates a dataset for each tree with particular samples.[5] A 

precise big form of talents, from the general set of abilities, are also determined on randomly for each tree. The most vital and unique characteristic of 

greater wood is the random preference of a splitting charge for a feature. Instead of calculating a locally maximum suitable charge the usage of Gini or 

entropy to break up the facts, the set of suggestions randomly selects a cut up rate. This makes the wooden several and uncorrelated. The variations a 

number of the Extra Trees and Random Forest and evaluating each of them in phrases of results. The ensembles have masses in common. Both of them 

are composed of a large sort of desire wooden, in which the final desire is obtained thinking about the prediction of each tree. Specifically, via majority 

vote in kind troubles, and with the useful the ensembles beneficial the ensembles aid of using the mathematics advise in regression problems. Furthermore, 

all algorithms have the same growing tree manner (with one exception described under). Moreover, on the equal time as choosing the partition of each 

node, every of them randomly pick out all a subset of skills. So, the principal variations are the following: Random wooded location uses bootstrap 

replicas, this is to mention, it subsamples the input records with possibility, on the same time as Extra Trees use the complete actual pattern. In the Extra 

Trees sklearn implementation there can be an optionally available parameter that permits customers to bootstrap replicas, however thru the use of way of 

default, it uses the entire enter sample. This can also growth variance due to the truth bootstrapping makes it extra numerous. Another distinction is the 

selection of lessen elements in order to break up nodes. Random Forest chooses the maximum applicable split at the same time as Extra Trees chooses it 

randomly. However, as rapid due to the fact the cut-up elements are decided on, the 2 algorithms choose out sclera out the brilliant clearly one in every 

of all the subset of talents. Therefore, Extra Trees gives randomization however but the truth that has optimization. These versions encourage the good 

buy of every bias and variance. On one hand, the use of the entire particular pattern in vicinity of a bootstrap reproduction will reduce bias. On the 

opportunity hand, selecting randomly the cut-up detail of each node will reduce variance. In terms of computational price, and consequently execution 

time, the Extra Trees set of tips is faster. This set of suggestions saves time due to the reality the complete approach is the identical, however it randomly 

chooses the break up element and does not calculate the best one. From the ones reasons comes the selection of Extra Trees (Extremely Randomized 

Trees) [6] 

K-Neighbours (KNN) : 

A supervised ML algorithm for both Classification and Regression. The intuition is that a data point would likely be adjacent to the points with the same 

class of a given point. It is called a Lazy Leaming algorithm since it doesn't create a model. Instead, inference is done by processing all training data. All 

data need to be in memory. 

How it works : Set a value for K neighbors. Compute distance between a given point to all training points. Then sort the result by least distance and pick 

top Kitems. Classification or regression? a) for classification: Return the label of majority classes b) for regression: Compute the mean of distance values 

and return it. The most used distance function is Euclidean: d = ΣΕ. Pros: Easy to implement and understand Works well for small data There is no 

training step Cons: It is slow, not good for large datis. Also, not good with high dimensional data (causing the curse of dimensionality.) Needs features 

in a same scale (bias to features if not scaled) Imbalanced data problem Very sensitive to outliers. Missing values problem. 

Support Vector: 

SVR is described as an optimization hassle via first constructing a convex-insensitive loss characteristic to be decreased after which figuring out the 

flattest tube that includes most of the people of the schooling instances. As a give up cease cease end result, the loss characteristic and the geometrical 

parameters of the tube are combined to shape a multiobjective characteristic. Then, the usage of appropriate numerical optimization strategies, the convex 

optimization, which has a totally unique answer, is solved. Support vectors, which is probably education samples that fall out of doors the tube's perimeter, 

are used to symbolize the hyperplane. 

The cause of the SVM set of regulations is to create the first-class line or preference boundary that might segregate n-dimensional area into instructions 

in order that we are capable of without troubles located the current facts aspect inside the right splendor within the future. This incredible desire boundary 

is referred to as a hyperplane. SVM chooses the extreme elements/vectors that help in growing the hyperplane.[7] These excessive times are known as as 

assist vectors, and in the long run set of guidelines is called as Support Vector Machine. Consider the underneath diagram wherein there are  tremendous 

commands which may be categorised the use of an expansion boundary or hyperplane. 
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Support Vector Machine Algorithm Example:  

SVM may be understood with the example that we've got were given used in the KNN classifier. Suppose we see a outstanding cat that still has a few 

competencies of dogs, so if we want a version that would as it ought to be find out whether or not or no longer or now not it is a cat or dog, so this sort 

of model may be created by using the usage of manner of the usage of the SVM set of policies. We will first educate our version with loads of photographs 

of cats and puppies virtually so it could find out approximately extremely good features of cats and puppies, and then we take a look at it with this bizarre 

creature. So as assist vector creates a desire boundary amongst the ones  information (cat and canine) and pick out intense times (beneficial resource 

vectors), it's going to see the extreme case of cat and canine. 

PCA (Principal Component Analysis):  

PCA is a statistical method which uses an orthogonal transformation to convert our data to components called principal components which are 

perpendicular to each other. Each PC will bring(plot) data points to them. The first PC will define more data than other PCs. PCA is good 

for dimensionality reduction. By using PCA we can reduce the dimensionality i.e., each PC will transform the columns into PCs in which the first pc will 

explain the other columns better than other PCs. For example, if there are 20 columns and we got 3 Pcs after applying PCA** then first may be explaining  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -2: After using PCA method 

97%** of the data and the second may explain 2% of the data and the last PC(3rd) may explain the remaining 1%percent so instead of using maybe all 

the columns we can just use the first PC which is explaining 97%percent data thus we are reducing the computation required. The above explanation 

explains how computation can be reduced using PCs. Does PCA improve accuracy? It depends upon the data set. When should I use PCA? One should 

use PCA when there many columns(features)) are there. PCA can be used when a minimum of 3 columns or features are there. PCA takes care of the 

curse of dimensionality. Information (from a dataset) is nothing but variance. Each point is nothing but the distance from the origin. So total variance will 

give total information. So next I am going to explain how we get PCs. We need to first find the covariance matrix(python/R) of the features and by using 

this matrix we have to find eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Next, by using eigenvectors we can get the PCs, if there are 3 eigen vector we will have three 

Pcs. How to see whether PCs explain the data? Just find the variance of each feature and sum it (that will be total information) Now again find the variance 

of each PC and sum of all the variances of PC will be equal to the total variance of features. Here the first pc will be having most percent variance of the 

total variance of features thus we say the first pc explains data more than others and second more than third and so on. 
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DATA SET:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -3: Student Data 

The data set carries of various factors attributed in the path of selecting the proper university. It includes information of one hundred precise university 

ones information students. Data set is classified into eight special parameters which may be taken into consideration essential sooner or later of the 

software program application one’s for Masters. Those parameters are: gre rankings, toefl ratings, college score, declaration of reason, letter of 

recommendation, undergraduate gpa, research paper, chance of admit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -4: Correlation matrix 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Every one-year masses and masses of college university students have a check to universities to start their academic life. Most of them don’t have proper 

property, earlier facts and aren't careful, which in turn creates a diffusion of problems as the use of to the wrong college/university, which similarly wastes 

their time, coins and strength. With the help of our mission, we have been given had been given tried to assist out such university students who are 

locating trouble in finding the right college for them. It can be very critical that a candidate need to exercise to colleges that he/she has a first-rate risk of 

stepping into, in choice to the usage of two faculties that they'll in no manner get into. This will help in good buy of fee as university a students can be 

using to simplest the ones universities that they're pretty probably to get into. Our organized fashions work to a pleasant diploma of accuracy and may be 

of first-rate help to such human beings. This is an undertaking with nicely destiny scope, particularly for college university students of our age enterprise 

who need to pursue their better education in their dream college. 

GRE Score: 

The Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) is a the most well-known take a look at for graduate schools' admission, it includes 3 sections: Analytical 

Writing, Verbal and Quantitative. The test's maximum score is 340 and minimum is 260, and steady with an expert GRE rating document, the endorse 

take a look at score for every person from July 1,2014 to June 30,2017 (nearly 1, seven-hundred,000 take a look at taker) is 306.35 which rounds to 306 

with an average present-day deviation of seven.19 
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Fig -5: Data set containing GRE score, TOELF score 

TOEFL Score: 

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is a completely well-known check for English language amongst universities international, its miles 

marked based totally mostly on 3 sections: Reading, Listening, Speaking, and Writing, every taken into consideration truly considered one of them is out 

of 30, yielding a most rating of one hundred twenty and no longer much less than 0. Although this is the suggest for a massive kind of college university  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -6: Column Bar for University rating 

college students from everywhere inside the global that took the check for distinct competencies, as college students the usage of for an engineering 

graduate degree need to probable have a higher common than immoderate college university college university college students. How particular the 

university is a fee among 1 and five in integer increment, and as it has brilliant correlation elements with specific variables it's clean that 5 is the fine 

score and 1 is the bottom. 

               Fig -7: Showing Error comparison using different Regression        Fig -8: Showing Accuracy using different Classification 
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